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for all those who have not watched it yet, the trailer of abcd - any
body can dance is out and fans are already addicted to the dance

numbers. in an interview with a leading indian daily, remo d souza,
director of the film said, i have been told by my friends that its a big
hit. i would like to thank yash raj films and my team for making me

feel i have made a great film. the fact that i have been asked to come
back again with the second part of the film is a big honour. though

the film revolves around the fact that almost all dancers are juggling
their school and work commitments, the director insists that this is

not the case. the filmmakers have done a good job of portraying the
characters and the emotions they display. the film is loaded with

dance numbers. the dance numbers are awesome. there are many
dance numbers in this movie. a down-and-out choreographer (deva)
whips a group of scrappy young street dancers into shape for a shot

at indias top tv dance competition in this day-glo bollywood
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extravaganza. exploding with propulsive pop tunes, energetic dance
numbers, and nifty 3d flourishes chili peppers, raindrops, and rainbow-
colored powder all fly off the screen. this exuberant visual spectacle is

an unalloyed delight. vegamovies.nl is the best online platform for
downloading hollywood and bollywood movies . we provide direct g-

drive download link for fast and secure downloading. click on the
download button below and follow the steps to start download.

download abcd (any body can dance) 2013 hindi movie in 480p &
720p & 1080p. the short story of this movies is when a capable

dancer is provoked by the evil design of his employer, naturally he
will be out to prove his mettle. this movie is based on drama, music.
vegamovies.nl is the best online platform for downloading hollywood
and bollywood movies . we provide direct g-drive download link for

fast and secure downloading. click on the download button below and
follow the steps to start download.

ABCD - Any Body Can Dance Movie 1 1080p

abcd is a fun dance film that hits all the right notes. prabhu deva is
back at it again with a great story and action packed dance numbers.
kay kay menon who plays vishnu's manager is great. the film is great
and is a must watch for the dancing lovers. it is definitely a fun and

entertaining movie. but it also has some flaws, so be careful. abcd is a
well-made and entertaining film, which has a couple of flaws. first, the
film is very similar to the step up franchise. there is a good amount of
references to the franchise throughout the film, from the costumes to
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the choreography. though, while the film is set in india, it does not
look like the actual indian culture. the choreography seems a little too

imitation, and this makes it hard to connect with the audience.
second, i feel that the film focused too much on the emotions, as

there wasn't much action or comedy. another flaw was that the film
took an unnecessary long to get to the main events. though, the film
did have fun, energy, and a good amount of thrills. the title, any body
can dance (abcd) is a pun in that it can be translated into any body

can dance, but it can also mean anybody can dance. unfortunately, as
you saw, i am going to be nit-picky and say that the title is a little too

literal. still, the film is a good watch for those who like bollywood,
even though it is a very similar storyline to the step up franchise.

finally, i have to credit the actors, as they were able to carry the film.
however, i think the biggest reason why this film had a huge success
was the choreography, which was absolutely stunning. remo dsouza,

the film's director, did a fantastic job creating a new genre of
bollywood movies, to the film's favor. this is one of the better

bollywood dance movies, as it has an awesome choreography, with a
good amount of thrills and a great storyline. 5ec8ef588b
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